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The ability to detect and measure bubbles within liquids is of importance to a wide range of applications. 
In this paper the optical and especially the acoustic techniques appropriate to populations of stable 
bubbles, or gas bodies, will be examined. In a second paper, techniques appropriate to transient 
cavitation will be discussed. This article contains material from The Acoustic Bubble (TG Leighton), 
Academic Press, London, 1994. 

B
ubble detectio n is required fo r Illany industrial 
a pplications, incl uding the p reparation of molten 
glass or polymer solutions [1] , and fillingoperations 

in the paint. food, delcrgenL, cos metics a nd pharmaceu
tical industries where bubbles may degrade the product 
[2]. I n the petrochemical industry alone, bubble detection 
is required to optim ise harvesting and transportation. Gas 
which had dissolved in LO the crude in the high pressures 
at the well base exsolves as the crude is brouglll up LO 

s url~lCC pressures. Bubble detection in the bore may warn 
of high-pressure gas pockets. In hydroelectric sl<nions, 
bubble detection gives warning of cavitatio n. 

Ultrasonic probes will inte ract with bubbles, and can be 
found in the nuclear power industry [3-7], where passive 
acoustic emissions can be used for moni toring [8]. Ultra
son ic bubble detection has other industrial applications, 
including fluid processing[9], pressure measure me nt [10], 
a nd pressure vessel monitorin g [11]. Med ical applications 
include studies or decompression sickn ess [12,13] , and 
contras t echocardiograph y [14]. Bubbles in vivo can be 
detected actively [15] a nd passively [16·19]. 

Bubbles in the ocean have applications for underwater 
communicatio ns (eg, background noise [20], signal chan
nellin g [2 1], a nd sensin g [22]); and mon itoring of methane 
seeps, rainfall [Ref. 19 §3.7.2] and gas nu x between ocean 
and atmosphere. More than 1000 million tonnes of at mos
ph eric carbon dissolve into the seas each year [23]. Fluxes 
or ca rbon dioxide [24,25] a nd dime th ylsulphide [26,27] 
have climatic significance [28]. 

A bubble in liquid wi ll in gene ral contain a mixture of 
permanent gas and vapour [9,29]. and will be approxi
mately stable over timescales where dissolu tion and buoy
ancy may be neglected if the partial pressure or th e gas 
CO Ill ponent roughly cou nterbalances the constricting pres
sures due to surface tension and the pressure in the 
su rrounding liquid (which may consist of acoustic or hy
d rod ynamic pressu re perLU rbations superi III posed 1I pon 
a hydrostatic fie ld ). An acoustic field can dri ve it into 
nonlinear pulsation (termed 'stable cavitation '), which at 
small amplitudes approximates to the motion o f a single 
degree of freedom linear osci llator. Shape and surface 
oscillations Illay a lso occur, and may be associated with 
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microstrea ming fl ows abo ut. the bubble. This paper dis
cusses bubbles which, owing to the significant mass of gas 
contained, are approximately stable (so-called ;gas bod
ies'). Pt II outlines the detection of cavities which at 
maximum sil.e conta in insufficient gas to prevent energetic 
collapse (,transient cavities') 

Detection tecbniques 

These two form s or be ha viour, stable and transient cavi
tation , can produce effects within the liquid which may be 
interpreted to gain information about the bubble popula
tion (Fig I). Rapid bubble volume changes gene rate acous
tic signals, those associated with stable gas bodies usually 
re fl ectin g the character istics of the nonlinear oscillator. 
Transient cavitation may generate rebound shocks, and 
mecha nical (especially erosive) and chemical e ffects, the 
interpretation of wh ich is someti mes less readily re lated to 
direct cavitational characteristics. Optical techn iques a rc in 
contrast often readily interpreted , but are unsui table for 
small bubbles, or opaque liquids or containers. Two-di
me nsiona l optical images can be difficult to relate to the 
volume of the bubble if it ex hibits the deviations from 
sphericity (either oscillatory or in equilibrium sha pe) com
mon in large bubbles. [n contrast the pulsation resonance 
freque ncy re flects the bubble volume, a nd varies ro ughl y 
in versely with the equil ib rium radius (Ro), mak in g it suit
able for sizing small bubbles. 

T herefore optical measure ments have limited applica
bility, but are more readily interpreted than the erosive 
and chemical effects generally associated with high e nergy 
cavitation. The limitations ar ise through our understand
ing of mechanisms. Acoustic techniques represe nt a good 
compromise, and can be applied in situ to low-ene rgy 
cavitation in opaque conditions. 

Optical detection techniques 

Optical techn iques which are app lied unde r (usuall y labo
ratory) controlled conditions include: exsolution visualisa
tion on pressure reduction above liquids[30]; Miescattering 
[35.41 ]; a nd light a nd electron microscopy [3 1·34] (resolv-
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ing radii down to 1O-9m [31,34]). Holograms [42), which 
have resolved down to about 10~m rad ius [43,44), have 
been taken at up to 300,000 hologramsls [45 -47). Field 
measurements generally afford less sophisticated tech
niques. At sea [48), photography of bubbles either risen 
onto a tran sparent plate [49) (though they may dissolve on 
rising [50]) or in situ [51 ) may lack the resolution to 
accurately count the smallest bubbles [52) and poor statis
tics may also have limited observations [53]. 

Acoustic detection techniques 

Much optical detection does not require either stable or 
transient bubble volume change, which is generally pre
requisite for erosive and chemical detection. One acoustic 
technique which does nOl require a bubble volume change 
is the shadowing caused by the geometrical scattering of 
ultrasound having a wavelength very much smaller than 
the bubble radiu s at the bubble wall , an interface of high 
acoustic impedance mismatch . In this way the LOla i surface 
area of bubble interface in the population as a function of 
position within a pipe c ro ss-sec tion h as b ee n 
tomographically mapped [54) . 

Other acoustic techniques respond either to the bubble 
as a stable oscillator (though in general the amplitude of 
osci llation required can be much smaller than necessary 

Bubble history 
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for detection through damage and chemical effects), and 
will be discussed here. The detection ofa transient cavity, 
which briefly attains a size much greater than equilibrium, 
and then collapses with the e mission of rebound shocks 
etc., wi ll be outlined in Pt II. These techniques are not 
mutually exclusive, and their invasiveness shou ld be re
membered (Fig I ). 
(a) Detection lhmugh 'lineaT' oscillations: T he efficacy of these 
acoustic techniques for d etection of 'stable' bubbles relies 
on three factors: (i) the ability of the bubble to act as an 
oscillator which approximates to linearity at small ampli
tude with a well -defined resonance; (ii) the excellent cou
pling between the sou nd field and the bubble, as evidenced 
by the high values taken by the acoustic scattering cross 
section at resonance; and (iii ) the abi li ty of a bubble 
population to impart equivalent acoustic bulk properties 
to a medium. These properties are employed in most 
experiments which exploit the oscillator properties of the 
bubble ((ii) and (iii) require (i) as prerequ isite). 

(i) The bubble as a oscillator: The natural frequency Uo 
of a spherical bubble pulsating in an inviscid liquid can be 
expressed as [19 §3.4.2b) 
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Fig J. Some idealised bubble histories, with examples. Non-invasive acoustic detection of static bubbles or steadil)· growing bubbles can only 
be achieved Ihr01lgh low amplitude shadowgmphy or related techniques. Stable bubbles may undergo Fee orforced oscillation, and generate 
or scalte1" sOWld af}pTopriately. Transient cavities grow explosively, lhen collapse violently, emitting a rebound shock. Shape and fragmentalion 
features may occur. After Leighton {J9j. 
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where p is the liquid density, 0" the surface tension, and 
Po the static pressure (first derived neglecting surface 
tension [55]). The polytropic index K varies between y(for 
the adiabatic case) and unity (isothermal processes). For 
macroscopic air bubbles in water under one atmosphere, 
equation I reduces to [56]: 

(2) 

Stud ies on injected bubbles [55,5 7-60] showed the under
water acoustic emission Loapproximale lO an exponentially
decaying sinusoid typical of a lightly-damped oscillator. 
Such bubble signatures can be used LO detect and size 
bubbles (Fig 2) under waterfalls [59,61 ], rainfall [62-65], 
and breaking waves [66,67]. Since the freely osci llating 
bubble must first be excited in order to emil in this manner 
when passive em issions are used [or bubble deLeClion, the 
signal samples not the whole population, but only those 
bubbles entrained during the period of observation. The 
acoustic detection of older bubbles, which persist but 
whose entrainment emissions have ceased, requires those 
bubbles to be further excited to radiate or scatter sound. 
An example of this is the exploitation of the Doppler sh ift 
on signals from the moving bubbles in blood [68], which 
can distinguish them from reflections from static objects. 
However Doppler techniques may be unable to distinguish 
between a single large bubble and a cluster of smaller ones 
[10]. Formulation of the ability of bubbles to scatter sound 
is most usually done using the concept of the acoustic cross
section. I n the next section, such resonance scatter is 
examined. 

(ii) Acollstic scatter from bubbles: The acollstic scatter
ing cross-section, !lb"3\ is defined as the ratio of the time
averaged power scaltered by the bubble from a plane wave 
to the intensity of that plane wave. I fthe bubble is assumed 
to be a linear oscillator, it is given by 

47[R,,' 
Qb' «0lc/0l)'-I)'+(2P,"/0l)' (3) 
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Fig 2. Sections of the hydrophone record from a babbling brook (after 
(59]). Each expone-nlially-deca),i11g sinusoid indicates lhe entraimnent 
of a bubble, and the frequent)' of the sinusoid gives the bubble size 
through equation J. 
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in the limit k~< < 1, where roo and ro=:ck are the radian 
frequencies of the bubble resonance and the insonating 
frequency respectively, and Jltot is a parameter associated 
with the damping of the bubble [19 §4.1.2d). For a fixed 
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Fig 3. The scattering cross-section of a bubble, fOT which the damping 
is assumed to be constant with frequency. Linem' hannonic bubble 
pulsations assumed. h lSollalion at 248kHz for qualit), factor Q= J 5. 
The peak at Rot:;; 0.0 J 3mm indicates the pulsation resonance. After 
Leighton [19}. 

insonation frequency, this quantity is locally a sharp maxi
mum at resonance for lightly-damped bubbles (Fig 3). 
Medwin [69] noted two facts which make the technique 
very suitable for bubble counting, provided that much 
larger scatterers are nOt present: Firstly, the scattering 
cross-section ofa bubble is about 1000 times its geometrical 
cross-section at resonance, and about 1010 times that of a 
rigid sphere; and second ly the resonance frequency varies 
inversely with the radius if surface tension effects are 
negligible (equation I ),thereby faci litating the observation 
of small bubbles. However the approximation wh ich is 
often employed, namely that only resonant bubbles scatter 
a given sound field, is not rigorous: There are two counter 
indications (Fig 3). Firstly, in conditions offinite damping, 
bubbles close to resonance size wi ll contribute. Secondly, 
the peak at resonance is on ly a local minimum, sllch that 
bubbles much larger than resonance can SCatler to a 
greater degree than those at resonance. The scattering by 
resonant bubbles is due to the strong coupling with the 
incident wave, as manifested by the large amplitude of wall 
pulsation. Much larger bubbles in contrast pulsate to a 
negligible degree: in the limit of the bubble size being 
much larger than the acollstic wavelength, the process is 
geometric, the bubbles generating acoustic shadows. It 
shou ld be remembered that the formulation of equation 
3 is for the linear limit: in many cases where acoustic 
techniques are deployed in lhis manner, in order to gen
erate a sufficiently high signal-to-noise ratio the sound 
field is strong enough to impart a degree of nonlinearity 
into the bubble osci llation. 

Studies which have exploited the enhanced scattering 
from resonant bubbles include both oceanic sonar studies 
[70,71] e mploying frequencies up to about 200kHz, and 
med ical studies involving ultrasound of higher frequency. 
Decompression bubbles have been imaged [72]; the re
turning echo strength at 7.5MHz in vivo in humans, fish , 
and guinea pigs has been taken to be a measure of the 
bubble size (calibrated through comparison of microscopic 
and ultrasonic measurements on bubbles in water, gelatin, 
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and transparent fi sh) [73]. However s lllail bubbles close 
together scattered incoherently slich that they could 110l 

be distinguished from single, larger bubbles. 
By the early 1980's there was evide nce of uitrasonica liy

generated cavi tation e ffects in vivo [74-76]. le r Haar el a l. 
[77-79] e mplo)'ed a pulse-echo ultrason ic B-scan s),stem lO 

detect bubbles generated in vivo in the hind limbs of guinea 
pigs in respo nse to O.75 ~ll-I z illsonatio ll by continllolls
wave or I : I dUlycyclc pulsed ultrasound from aCOlllmcr
cial therapy device. The minillllllll detectable bubble radius 
o f this sys tem was about 51lITI [80]. I l was no t able to 
distinguish between individual large bubbles and tight 
clusters of smaller bubbles separated b), less tha n the 
resolution of the system [77]. and no accurate measure
ments of bubble siLe could be made [80]. 

Fowlkes e t al. [81] generated bubbles in excised canine 
urinary bladders which were sealed with in a bagofdegassed 
saline solutio n and th e n placed in a bath of degassed water 
at the common focus of a 555k Hz tra nsducer and a brass 
refl ector. The bubbles we re visualised on a diagnostic 
ult rasou nd scann er with a 5MH z in-line mechanical 
scanhead . Pressure amplitudes as grem as 10-20 bars were 
used to generate the largest bubbles deteCled which, from 
their rise times, had estimated radii of 50-70llm. These 
bubbles, being very much larger than resonance, were 
probably generated through coalescence in th~ sta nding
wave field in th e bladder. As regards d etecllon of the 
smaller bubbles , the inability to distin guish bubble echo 
from artefacts ca used by the reverbe ran t fi eld within th e 
bladder set resolution limits. 

Bleeker et al. [82] used the attenuation coeffi cient, 
sound speed and backscauer coeffi cients at 5 and 7 .5M Hz 
to exa mine a contro lled population of Albunex* sphe res, 
a commercial echo-contrast agent for clinical applications, 
whi c h consists of mi crobubbl es in the size range 
O.5Ilm<Ro<5J.lm stabilised against dissolu tion by a shell 
approximately 28nm thick made of coagulated human 
serum albumin. 

Exploiwtion of the resona nce featured explicitly in the 
1977 study of Fairbank a nd Scully [83], who exa mined the 
e mitted scattered signal from bubbles, assumed to be at 
resonance, subjected to broad band ultrasound (from 
100kHz to I MH z). T hey proposed using this technique in 
order to measure bl ood pressure changes in in accessible 
regions of the hea rt thro ugh the resulting changes in the 
eq uilibrium ,·olumes of injected bubbles. Il owever reso
nance techniques are nOl idea l. Simulations of common 
methods of bubble sizing through resonance techniques 
for hypOlhetiGIi bubble size distributions by Commander 
and ~Ioritz [84] suggests that the number of bubbles 
havi ng Ro<50llm G ill be significantly overestimated. More 
thorough analyses of data are required to compensate (see, 
for example, Commander et al. [85]) . 

(i ii ) Equi vale nt bu lk properties: Techniques which ex
ploit the ability ofa bubble population t? impart equiva l ~nt 
bulk properties to a volume of the medIUm through which 
it is evenl y distributed are generall y inte rpre ted through 
an analysis which suffers the same inherent limitations as 
the above technique, in that linear theory is e mployed in 
the interpretation, and in thaI. it is assumed that onl y 
resonant bubbles contribute. Ilowever , th ey enable meas
urements to be made in the lim it o/" hi gh population 
densities, whe re most other techniques are ina pplicable. 
An example of'!'uch a bulk para meter is the sound speed, 
which for longitudina l waves in a continuulll de pends on 
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the square root of the ra tio of bu lk modulus and the 
density. Th e addition of bubbles to a liquid red uces the 
bulk modulus (or, equ iva len tl y, in cre::lses the 
compressibility) of the resultin g mixture when it in turn is 
viewed as a continuum, to a far greater ex tent than it 
reduces the density. Therefore the sound speed falls to less 
than th at of the bubble-free liquid (c), and in a sufficiently 
bubbly mixture can be less than that of the gas phase alone 
(owing to the contribution of the liquid phase to the 
density). lfthere is a dist ribution of bubble sizes within the 
cloud , such that nKl(z ,Ro)dRo is the number o f bubbles per 
unit volume at depth z having radii between Ro a nd 
Ro+ dRo, the speed of sound c{ is a function of both th e 
depth and the acoustic frequency: 

" fRo ( (00,/ 00)'- 1 ) , ,(. R )dR } 
c,(z,oo)=c{ 1-(2rc(") 00' {(oo,joo)' - I }'+d ' n z, 0 0' 

R,,=O (4) 

whered isa dimensionless damping parameter [19 §4. 1.2e; 
86]. An example of an acoust ic device which exploits such 
bulk properties is the ~illlple resonator of Medwin and 
Breitl [87,88]: the resona nce frequencies of the device 
when it is fill ed with bubbl y liquid are less than those whe n 
it is bubble-free as a result o/" the reduced so und speed; 
similarly the widths of the resonances are broadened since 
the bubbles introduce gremer di ssipation . Such dissipation 
increases atten uation, which has been used to monitor 
ocean bubble popu lation iu situ [69]. The study incl uded 
measurements of scattering a nd phase velocity. though 
dispersion was too sma ll to measure accuratel),. 

To insonate a sa mple of bubbl y liquid at a frequency co, 
and assume thm varia tions in the signal at 00 are caused by 
bubbles resonant with the freque ncy 00, is to assume that 
the cosignal is yieldin g information about resonant bubbles 
only. However the resonance peak is onl ), a local , and no t 
a global, maximum (Fig. 3): The signal atco ma), be affected 
by other than resonant bubbles. and interpre tation in 
terms of resonant bubbles only may be incorrect. This 
problem wi ll not occur if the moniwred signal is a g lobal 
max imum at resonance, as occu rs wi th certai n signals that 
arise through no nlinear interaction s. 

(b) Deleclionthrough IIOlllillearosciilatio1l5: Delpclion through 
the second harmonic emission: The bubble is , at flnite a mpli
tude, a nonlinear oscillator [89-91 ], and at low in sonation 
powers generation of the second harmonic signal g ives a 
g loba l maximum at resonance [92]. This generation is 
illustrated through a simple power series expansion of the 
force/response relat ionship in the bubble oscillator. The 
general response Y ofa bubble (w hich may cor respond to 
the wall motion ) is then a power series of the driving {o l'ce 
r, fo r exa mple, 

Y(t) =so +s,. f(t} +s,. F(t) +sJ'(t)+s,. r(t) + ... , (4) 

Substitution ofa single-frequency driving force (the acous
tic pressure) of & P(t) = P \cosoot in to equation 4 will pro
duce a harmo nic at twice the driving frequenc), through 
the quadratic term , since 2cos2oot= 1 +cos2ool. O n the as
sumption that, the close r to resonance, the higher the 
ampliltlde of oscillation , a nd so the st ronger the Oll tput of 
the second harmonic, detection of this signal illdicates the 
presence of a resonant bubble. 

The "resonant bubble detector" (RBD) [93] used two 
transducers, a 1. 64~ 111 1 e mitter (0. 12\V cm ,1) and a 
3.28M Hi receiver, mounted with suitable acoustic ab-
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sorber, their axes perpendicular to each other and to the 
4mm diameter tube containing the Oowing liquid that was 
LO be investigated. The detector, tuned to twice the emitter 
frequency, was sensitive to bubbles sizes resonant with the 
emitter (R,.= 2.I~un for 1.64MHz). Miller et al. [94] used 
a larger. modified detector such that the interrogated 
region was 7.4mm from each transducer, with the emiuer 
operating at 0.89 or I. 7M I-Iz. Miller [93] tested the device 
for two bubble sizes in water: the second harmonic emitted 
by resonant bubbles (produced by electrolysis) was 43 
times stronger than that produced by injected bubbles of 
250J,uTI radius. By comparison the fundamental emission 
from the resonant bubbles was 0.02 times that from the 
larger bubbles. 

Miller et al. [94] were able to semi-quantitatively detect 
bubbles produced by upstream ultrasonic caviull ion, and 
by hydrodynamic caviL:'uion at a detector Lip, though they 
speculme that coalescence and radiation forces may have 
affected the population, and the detector responded to 
some bubbles which were up LO 25% larger or smaller than 
resonance. In 1985 Gross et al. [18] were unable to detect 
bubbles downstream from the aorta when canine hearts 
were and were not insonated. In 1984 Vacher et a!. [95] 
produced a similar bubble detector, though the frequency 
of interrogation (and therefore the size of bubble that was 
resonant) could be swept, the detector frequency being 
constantly twice that of the em itte r. Spatial resolution is 
poor with the second h'lrmonic technique [10]. Another 
drawback is that the second harmonic may arise through 
nonlinear effects when sound propagates through even 
bubble-free water [96,97]. 

Detection through combination frequencies: The power se
ries model of the bubble as a nonlinear osci llator (equation 
4) can be used to illustrate how the lise of two insonating 
frequencies can detect and size bubbles. If the driving force 
consists of the sum of two coherent forces of different 
frequency , ie. 

r:P(t) = P ,cosro, t + P ,cosro,t, (5) 

where W2>WI (the presence of phase constants would not 
alter the general result) the quadratic component contains 
a term wh ich can be expanded to generate the sum and 
difference frequencies: 
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2 P, P ,cosro,tcosro,t= P ,I', {cos(ro, +ro,)t+cos(ro,--{J),)t} (6) 

Newhouse and Shankar [98] describe the sizing process 
using the scattered signals generated when a bubble is 
insonated with a 'pump' frequency wp and an 'imaging' 
frequency CJ>,. Experimentally, Shankar et al. [10] used a 
2.25M \-Iz 'imaging' beam, the pump signal being scanned 
across the frequency domain where the bubble resonance 
could reasonably be expected to lie. When the pump 
frequency is far from the bubble resonance, the bubble 
response is of small amplitude and it approximates to a 
linear oscillator. In that situation, therefore, no sum- and 
difference-frequencies are detected. When wp is near the 
bubble resonance, the amplitude of oscillation of the bub
ble wall is large. The bubble oscillations are nonlinear, and 
they scatter sound nonlinearly. As with the second har
monic, these combination frequencies exhibit a global 
maximum at resonance, and Shankar et a!. [1 0] therefore 
took the frequency of the pump signal when the sum- and 
difference-frequencies (ro,± rop) are detected to be the bubble 
resonance, and so had a measure of the bubble size. 
Geometrical screening of smaller bubbles by larger ones 
may occur [99]. Clinical echocontrast bubbles [100, 101] 
and cylindrical gas pockets Lrapped in hydrophobic pores 
[102-105] or~m size have been sized. The fractional Dop
pier shift , fOop ' in the received signal (the detected frequen
cies including Wi' W1± WI)' ( I +fllQp)wj • and (1 +fl>op)w,± wp) 
can g ive bubbles size, direction. number density and speed 
information [106], and ranges when pulsed [107], giving 
lateral and longitudinal resolution of better than 1 mm . 
Bubbles acting in structured populations may give rise to 
combination frequencies [90,108]. 

The nonlinear osci llations of strongly-driven bubbles can 
give rise to subharmonic emissions (Fig 4). Though the 
power series expansion given in equation 4 will not predict 
subharmonics, an expansion based on Fourier series expan
sion or perturbation methods will do so [109]. These too can 
combine with an imaging frequency when a bubble is 
insonated at ffi, and WI)" the detected signals including 
frequencies at ro,± wj2 in addition to wI' wp.ro,± wp. and 
higher-order signals [110,111]. The highly nonlinear nature 
of the subharmonic emission suggested that, if excited, it 
wou ld be a very sensitive indicator of the bubble resonance, 
and this was confirmed by analysis and comparison of the 
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Fig 4. The spectrnm of the acolLstic scattered waves from a bubble insonaled at resonance (ro/ 2n=2kH1.). Harmonics (2oop' 300'), a subharmonic 
("',/2), and ultrahannonics (3"',/2, 5",,,2) ar, shown. 
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Fig 5. A mesh plot u sulting from insonation of a single bubble (ro,= i .l MHz; pump signal a11lplitude=58Pa zero-ta-peak). The axes therefore 
con oespond to the pump f requency setting, and lhe 1)osilivt difference in Hz between lhe spectral components ofilLe Teturned signal and the imaging 
frequency. Signals at 0}, + 001" ro;+oo/ 2, 00,+300/ 2, ro;+ 200" and 0>;+ 5w/ 2 are detected above the noise. 

emissions at the various frequencies. Fig. 5 shows a mesh plot 
resulting from insonalion of a bubble \VitJl an imaging 
frequency of 1.1 MHz and a pump Ji'equency of amplitude 
58Pa. The pump signal is incremented in 25 Hz steps, and for 
each setting the high-frequency emissions from the bubble 
are noted: the axes therefore correspond to the pump 
frequency setting, and the positive difference in Hz between 
the returned spectral components and the imaging fre
quency. The bubble resonance (2 125Hz) is clearly indicated 
by the signals at ~+oo,/2, 00,+300,/2, 00,+200" and ~+5oo,/2 : 
however, the ro,+(Op signal contains significant off-resonance 
components. The ro,+(O/ 2 signal may be a better sizing tool 
than ro,+wp' as it is sharper and cannot readily be excited 
through non-bubble mechanisms, such as direct coupling of 
the transducers [112,113] and turbulence [114,115]. 

Strong response at 01 1-ffio and 0)1+0)0 may occur when 
a bubble of breathing-mode resonance <00 is excited by a 
single pump wave of frequency (01; and for insonation by 
two incident signals at <0 1 and ffi:?, which excite resonant 
oscillations in the bubble when OO,--Ol2=OOO [9 1]. A third 
signal, 0)3' incident on the bubble will cause signals at a 
frequency (O:}± (00 to be generated. Providing none of (01' ffi:? , 
ro3 or (roj ± (Oo) are close to a bubble resonance, this method 
cou ld be used to size a population [116]. Techniques for 
the detection of solitary bubbles, based on observing the 
nonlinear response of a bubble excited by two sound 
waves, where the difference between the two wave fre
quencies is equal to the bubble resonance frequency, has 
been developed [117,118]. Naugol'nykh and Rybak [119] 
monitored resonance scattering of bubbles, using a sec
ondary, low-frequency signal (that is, lower than the bub
ble resonance) to shift the bubble resonance and induce a 
lowe r-frequency modulation on the scattered signal. The 
percentage modulation being proportional to the deriva
tiveofthe bubble-radius distribution function, Naugol'nykh 
and Rybak predict that the distribution could be recon
structed from the scattered signal. 

14 

Conclusions 

There are a variety of methods that may be employed for 
the detection of stable bubbles. Whilst optical techniques 
can readily be interpreted (to give, for example, bubble 
shape) they are difficult to use in opaque environments 
and most give two-dimensional images. Apart from 
shadowgraphy, the acoustic techniques described all fun
damentally rely on exploiting the bubble as a resonator. 
Whilst passive emissions can be used to determine the 
population upon entrainment, other techniques are re
quired to examine the bubbles at a later time. All have 
advantages and disadvantages, particularly as regards the 
possibilities of the desired signal being extractable from 
bubbles other than resonant size. and even in the absence 
of any bubbles. Whilst the subharmonic sum- and differ
ence- technique has not demonstrated this drawback, the 
generation of the signal relies on a high degree of 
nonlinearity which makes its amplitude variable . Full and 
complete sizing of a given bubble population may well be 
achievable only through combination of a range of these 
cross-calibrated. techniques. Consideration must be given 
to the invasiveness of finite ampli tude acoustic fields when 
incident on bubble undergoing stable osbllation. Such 
fields can alter the distribution and size spectrum of the 
bubble population through radiation forces, rectified dif
fusion, and by inducing bubble fragmentation and coales
cence [19 Chapter 4]. 
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IOCE 94 
The 1994 International Offshore Contracting and Subsea Engineering exhibition and 
Conference organised by Spearhead Exhibitions, will be held at the Conference Centre, 
Aberdeen 4-6 October. 

As well as addressing the more obvious cost control initiatives, the IOCE 94 conference 
will address some of these new approaches:- standardisation - the advantage and 
disadvantages: achieving a balance between safety and cost reduction and risk assess
ment; new subsea production/floating production options; more effective partnering/ 
contracting strategies. The range of products and services on display at the related 
exhibition from 100+ international companies will reflect the very latest enabling technolo
gies and operational practice to allow the industry to maximise the profitability of existing 
developments and new frontier areas. 

Among the exhibitors will be 

TECHNICAL SOFTWARE CONSULT· 
ANTS LTD. will show inspection systems 
for both underwater and topside use. Their 
most newsworthy exhibit will be the con
trol system for an ROV mounted robotic 
arm. This is the culmination of work done 
by Mobil, Slingsby Engineering, TSC and 
University COllege London. The topside 
ACFM instrument will be their most pho
togenic exhibit. Tel M Boyden on 0908 
220255. 
THORN COMMUNICATIONS AND 
TELECONTROL SYSTEMS will show 
their autonomous control buoy and wave 
height sensor. The autonomous control 
buoy is their most newsworthy exhibit - it 
is supported by a European Union Thermie 
grant and has recently been deployed to 
sea. A large, detailed model of the au
tonomous control buoy will be on show. 
Tel Dr M Jackson on 0932 743133. 
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AMITEC L TO will show flexible pipe moni
toring and inspection systems: ROV ultra
sonic wall thickness mapping: and bolt 
inspection. Their most newsworthy ex
hibit will be flexible pipe inspection and 
polymer ageing monitoring - a unique 
technology. Tel Margaret Watson on 0224 
898282. 

AEA will show new releases of their soft
ware products PLAC and CFOS-FLOW30 
in addition to their erosion, corrosion and 
pipe integrity capabilities. Tel Gavin 
Butcher on 0235 436748. 

ALAN COBHAM ENGINEERING who will 
show liquid and gaseous hydrocarbon 
conditioning equipmenVsystems and fuel 
gas heaters and will be publicising new 
gascondensateclean-uptechniques. Tel 
Jill Murphy on 0258 451441. 
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TRITECH INTERNATIONAL LTD. will 
show their SCU-3 multitasking survey 
processor and associated survey sen
sors: manipulators and dredging systems. 
Their most newsworthy exhibit will be the 
compact, powerful and cost effective SCU-
3 multitasking processor which simulta
neously controls and displays multiple 
sensors in real-time. Tel Kevin Parker on 
0224744111. 
TWI will graphically portray their support 
services for the engineering industry 
worldwide. They come to the show soon 
after the official opening of their newly 
commissioned £300,000+ 6.5m dive tank 
and underwater operations at TWI-North 
in Middlesbrough; the centre has been 
developed for underwater training, ex
aminations., testing and equipment and 
process development. Internal press 
contact: Tel Rod Griggs on 0223 891162. 
EUROPEAN UNION - the Directorate
General for Energy of the European Com
mission will be promoting its THERMIE 
programme, which plays a major role in 
the European Union's energy strategy. 
Innovative, near-market, oil and gas tech
nologies developed within the EU mem
ber states will be demonstrated by five 
participating companies - AEA Technol
ogy, UK; Alfapi SA, Greece; Mors Envi
ronment , Francel; Seatec BV, The 
Netherlands; WO Loth & Co Ltd, UK. Tel 
J Kennedy on +32 2 295 1111 
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